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By scaling back the number of productions and professional company dancers for the 2018-2019 season, Gretchen Bourg, managing director of Madison Ballet, is hopeful the company can regain financial stability before stepping into the future.

“We are all 100 percent in for working hard in the arts, but we can’t operate at a high alert level and expect that to be a long-term life choice,” Bourg says. “We chose to trim the production season this year so we could step back and say, ‘what do we want? What is the path that we want to take?’”

This year’s season includes two productions: the holiday tradition of *The Nutcracker* along with *Emerging Voices*, a mixed repertory piece dedicated to up-and-coming choreographers. Outside its regular season, Madison Ballet will collaborate with Capital City Theatre for Leonard Bernstein’s *On the Town*, a wartime musical set in 1944.

While the search for a full-time artistic director continues, Madison Ballet hired Sara Stewart Schumann as interim director to oversee *The Nutcracker*. W. Earle Smith, who led the company for 19 years, stepped down at the end of the 2017-2018 season to pursue the next step in his career.

Schumann works as an attorney in Chicago and travels to Madison on the weekends to oversee *Nutcracker* rehearsals. She previously served as a choreographer, solo dancer and ballet master for Lyric Opera of Chicago.

Including her time as a ballet student, professional dancer, and teacher, Schumann estimates working on 30 different productions of *The Nutcracker*. Despite working on the same piece for so many years, Schumann insists *The Nutcracker* never feels stale to her.

“It’s kind of like if you see a Shakespeare production,” Schumann explains. “These
works have been done for such a long time over and over, but when you see a different production, you catch something new about it. Actors will tell you they never play it the same way, and that goes for dancers too. You can’t dance it the same way every time.”

Schumann also credits the element of live music with maintaining the energy surrounding the traditional production. The Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra will accompany this year’s holiday extravaganza.

Madison Ballet, with four professional company members, is employing an additional 12 professionals and apprentices just for The Nutcracker. Like in years past, the Madison Nutcracker will include around 135 children and community dancers from all over the state.

“Anyone coming to see this production won’t be able to tell the advanced students from the professionals,” Schumann says. “They will be seamless.”

In order to get everyone on this equal playing field, the community members and children rehearse for 12 weeks, while the professionals join four weeks prior to the show.

“Certainly this was not always a production that had a professional company,” shares Bourg, who has been involved with Madison Ballet in various capacities since 2005. “That was a really important thing for us to develop and not to the exclusion of our community cast. We really felt it could only enhance the production quality and provide opportunities for our community dancers to aspire to and work with these professionals.”

Madison Ballet’s near-sell-out productions of The Nutcracker have become a vital source of revenue for the company. Bourg says that an estimated half of their typical Nutcracker audiences are first-timers at the Overture Center.

“We consider that a great responsibility,” Bourg says. “We want them to come back as arts patrons for us, and for other performers, so we better get it right.”
Another crucial source of revenue for the ballet is the School of Madison Ballet, with enrollment ranging between 250 – 350 families today, and 450 families at its peak. Bourg played a part in opening the school in 2005, serving as education and outreach coordinator from 2006 – 2011.

The training exposes the Madison community to the art of ballet, while also feeding talent directly into the company. For instance, Rachelle Butler began her training with Madison Ballet in 1999, and now serves as director of the school.

Bourg notes that the Madison Ballet School never turns away families who can’t afford classes, providing a $25,000 - $35,000 financial aid program.

“There certainly is a perception in the dance world that everyone comes from a certain position of affluence,” Bourg says. “We have a unique responsibility to make sure we are
keeping our doors open for everyone.”

For the past 13 years, Madison Ballet has rehearsed in its studio space located at the nearly vacant Westgate Mall. Bourg says moving into a new rehearsal space is another long-term goal for the company, in hopes of providing a new spark of enthusiasm.

“I really feel like we have the artistic challenge part down,” Bourg says. “It’s making sure we have an administrative and development support to continue these shows in a sustainable and manageable way. I’m excited about the prospects we have and the changes we can make.”

**Madison Ballet Season Details:**

*The Nutcracker* runs December 8 – 26 at Overture Hall at Overture Center for the Arts.

*Emerging Voices* runs April 12 – 13 at the Drury Stage at Bartell Theatre.

*On the Town,* in collaboration with Capital City Theatre, runs May 30 – June 2 at the Capitol Theater at Overture Center for the Arts.

Tickets for all shows, including *Emerging Voices* at Bartell Theatre, can be purchased at overture.org or by calling the box office at (608) 258-4141.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR... LAURA GORDON

FTC Artistic Director Jen Uphoff Gray sent me the script for *Heisenberg* in July of 2017. I fell in love with it before I had even finished reading it. Each time I’ve revisited the text of this unconventional love story over the past year and a half I’ve been entertained by it, provoked by it, moved by it, and continually surprised by it.

The play’s title references the Uncertainty Principle formulated by German physicist Werner Heisenberg in 1927. In a nutshell it asserts that if you precisely measure the position of a particle, you’re not able to precisely measure its movement, and vice versa. Playwright Simon Stephens uses physics as a metaphor for the unpredictability of human behavior, and the uncertainty and randomness that comes with all human relationships.

My appreciation of this play has little to do with quantum physics. I’m captivated by the quirky journey of an unlikely couple and how humor, patience, and persistence can penetrate even the toughest exterior. I’m moved by the underlying loneliness that these two share. I’m heartened by their journey. I’m excited to watch this pair of exceptional actors reveal their truths. And much like the observation of sub-atomic particles has led to an understanding of the cosmos, the close examination of this particular couple can shed light on our shared experience by taking the personal and making it universal.

FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS... STEVE SULESKI

THANK YOU AUDIENCE!

This year, Forward Theater Company is celebrating its 10th Season and celebrating its 10th Anniversary — all because of YOU. Subscribers have renewed at a rate approaching 90% — a level almost unheard of among our peers. Single ticket sales have always been reliably brisk. And our audience members have increased their donations significantly year over year, helping your theater expand its season to four mainstage productions.

In Forward Theater’s nine previous seasons, your support has allowed your theater to hire 825 artists, almost all of whom are Wisconsin residents. Your support has allowed your theater to establish partnerships with 32 local non-profits and to provide 45 free performances at Dane County libraries as part of its community outreach efforts. And the ART! Your support has allowed your theater to produce two mainstage world premieres, eight mainstage regional premieres, 20 mainstage Wisconsin premieres, 11 readings of full-length new plays by Wisconsin authors, and 49 original monologues.

So, what’s next?

Because of you, the AUDIENCE, your theater has added a fourth mainstage production to the lineup for its 10th Season: *Skeleton Crew, Fun Home, Heisenberg,* and *Life Sucks.* Because of you, your theater will have one extra opportunity each year to pay its actors, technicians and other theater professionals a living wage. Because of you, your theater will have one extra opportunity each year to reach out with our non-profit partners to the community on important issues. Because of you, your theater will have one extra opportunity each year to express its art, to engage its audience, and for all of us to experience together something more about the human condition.

How can your theater ever thank you enough?
Welcome to our TENTH SEASON! This is turning out to be a sensational year for Forward Theater (FTC), and hopefully, for everyone in our audiences. Besides the ten-year milestone, we have expanded our season to four full productions and have just produced our very first musical.

I think it’s appropriate, as we hit the decade mark, to take a few moments to thank the people who have helped make FTC a success. As most of you already know, FTC started with a group of ten theater professionals sitting around a table planning and dreaming about starting a theater. One of the first things we realized is that we were going to need a whole lot of help. And so, thanks to:

• All of the wonderful folks who have served on the FTC Board of Directors. Their hard work and tireless support of FTC’s artistic vision has been amazing. With their strong direction and guidance, FTC has been “in the black” financially every year.
• All of the folks who make up the FTC staff. They are hardworking, selfless and willing to work many hours to make FTC run smoothly.
• All of the theatrical artists who have worked with FTC. Hundreds of gifted theater professionals have worked with us over the past decade. They have all left their mark, in some way, on FTC.
• All of the donors, sponsors, volunteers and audience members who have given their support and enthusiasm to help make FTC a spectacular dream come true for those ten people who first sat around the table many years ago.

Have a great time watching the shows this year! The members of the Advisory Company will see you in the lobby.

FROM THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR... JEN UPHOFF GRAY

Welcome to the second half of our 10th anniversary season celebration! I’m thrilled that we are ringing in the new year with three of my favorite Wisconsin artists – actors Colleen Madden and James Pickering, and director Laura Gordon. Over the years, they have each contributed to some of Forward Theater’s most memorable productions, so I’m over the moon to have all three of them collaborating together for the first time! Heisenberg is a surprisingly stealthy and wonderously magnetic play, and these veterans are the perfect creative trifecta for this story.

We are still buzzing from the effect of our last production, Fun Home. WOW. What a spectacular and satisfying ride that was for everyone involved. We hope you felt the same way. And what made it particularly exciting was the 2,500+ new audience members we welcomed to The Playhouse! Patrons from all across the Midwest enjoyed the Forward Theater experience for the first time, and we hope to see many of them again. For those of you who have joined us for another production, welcome back. Or better yet, welcome home. You are now a member of an extraordinary audience that is bold, curious, and invested in our exploration of contemporary theater. We are so grateful to you for sharing these stories with us. Thank you for your continued and inspiring support.

FROM THE ADVISORY COMPANY... JIM BUSKE

Welcome to our TENTH SEASON! This is turning out to be a sensational year for Forward Theater (FTC), and hopefully, for everyone in our audiences. Besides the ten-year milestone, we have expanded our season to four full productions and have just produced our very first musical.

I think it’s appropriate, as we hit the decade mark, to take a few moments to thank the people who have helped make FTC a success. As most of you already know, FTC started with a group of ten theater professionals sitting around a table planning and dreaming about starting a theater. One of the first things we realized is that we were going to need a whole lot of help. And so, thanks to:

• All of the wonderful folks who have served on the FTC Board of Directors. Their hard work and tireless support of FTC’s artistic vision has been amazing. With their strong direction and guidance, FTC has been “in the black” financially every year.
• All of the folks who make up the FTC staff. They are hardworking, selfless and willing to work many hours to make FTC run smoothly.
• All of the theatrical artists who have worked with FTC. Hundreds of gifted theater professionals have worked with us over the past decade. They have all left their mark, in some way, on FTC.
• All of the donors, sponsors, volunteers and audience members who have given their support and enthusiasm to help make FTC a spectacular dream come true for those ten people who first sat around the table many years ago.

Have a great time watching the shows this year! The members of the Advisory Company will see you in the lobby.
GOING FORWARD – A CONVERSATION

We invite you to consider the topics below and discuss them with your fellow audience members. We also hope you will join the cast at a talkback after each performance, as audience and artists meet to discuss these and any other issues brought to light by today’s show. And please keep the conversation going – on the drive home, at work, with friends, or by sharing your thoughts on our Facebook page.

Let’s start the conversation:

- In *Heisenberg*, Alex is faced with some choices that could dramatically change his life, without knowing what the outcome might be. When you’re faced with these sorts of decisions, do you tend to make the safe choice, or do you take a risk? Have you ever regretted the road not taken?

- It’s hard to be sure where the truth about Georgie lies, as she manipulates the facts about herself to get the reaction she wants. It could be said, though, that we all do that to some extent. Think about the ways in which you present yourself differently to different people or in different situations/environments. How is it similar or dissimilar to what Georgie does in *Heisenberg*?

To learn even more about the play, playwright, and Forward Theater’s production, please join us at our pre-show talks, one hour before every Thursday evening and Sunday afternoon performance, at the Playhouse Rotunda stage. Pre-show talks are free, and open to the public.

---
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HEISENBERG
by Simon Stephens

CAST

Georgie .......................................................................................................................... Colleen Madden*
Alex .................................................................................................................................. James Pickering*

The play will be performed **without** an intermission.

The audience is asked to silence cell phones and refrain from using electronic devices in any way during the performance.

*Performers appear courtesy of Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.
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ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES

Colleen Madden  
(Georgie) This is Colleen's sixth season with Forward Theater, where she also performed in Silent Sky, Or..., Love Stories, Going to St. Ives, and Why Torture is Wrong... Most recently, Colleen appeared at American Players Theatre, where she is a nineteen-year core company member, in Heartbreak House and in Engaging Shaw and also as Billie Dawn in Born Yesterday. Other Wisconsin stages: Milwaukee Rep (Black Pearl Sings); Chamber Theater (Doubt); Renaissance Theaterworks (The Syringa Tree); and Children's Theater of Madison (The Music Lesson). Also at Children's Theater of Madison, her adaptation of A Christmas Carol has been in production for five seasons! Thank YOU for supporting live theater!

James Pickering  
(Alex) Jim returns to Madison after two years away. During the winter of 2017 he played Tony Reilly in Forward Theater’s memorable production of John Patrick Shanley’s Outside Mullingar. He is reunited with two wonderful former colleagues, Colleen Madden, with whom he worked at American Players Theatre, and Laura Gordon, a fellow member of Milwaukee Rep’s Resident Acting Company for nearly twenty years. During their tenure at the Rep he portrayed several characters under Laura’s direction, most notably Charlie in Edward Albee’s Seascape. Ironically enough, one of his favorite collaborations with her was Michael Frayn’s Copenhagen in which they played Niels and Margarethe Bohr, opposite Torrey Hanson’s Werner Heisenberg. Jim lives in the Bay View neighborhood of Milwaukee with his wife, actress Tami Workentin, his stepson, Edan Ness, and their two canines, Joxer and Frankie.

TECHNICAL ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES

Simon Stephens  
(Playwright) Simon Stephens has written many plays that have been translated into more than 30 languages and produced all over the world. He is a professor of playwriting at Manchester Metropolitan University, an associate playwright at the Royal Court Theatre, the artistic associate at the Lyric Hammersmith in London, and the Steep Associate Playwright at Steep Theatre in Chicago.

Joe Cerqua  
(Composer/Sound Designer) is a freelance composer, producer, vocalist and sound designer. He is thrilled to be working with Forward Theater again where he has previously composed and designed sound for Skeleton Crew, Marjorie Prime, Learning to Stay, Outside Mullingar, 4000 Miles, Mr. Burns, The Flick, Silent Sky, Vanya and Sonya..., The Other Place, From Up Here, Or, Red, Sons of the Prophet, Good People, 44 Plays for 44 Presidents, Love Stories, In the Next Room..., Going to St. Ives, Why Torture is Wrong..., and The Farnsworth Invention. He has composed music and/or designed sound for over 250 productions in Chicago, nationally, and internationally. Recent projects include original music and sound design for Edward Tulane at First Stage; Rhinoceros at the Asolo, Alabama Story, Outside Mullingar at the Clarence Brown Theater; The City of Conversation at Northlight; Dear Elizabeth at Milwaukee Chamber Theatre; One House Over, The Foreigner, The Glass Menagerie Good People and Of Mice and Men at Milwaukee Rep; Tom Jones at Actors Theatre of Louisville; Born Yesterday, The
Unexpected Man, Seascape, Private Lives, The Ideal Husband and The African Company Presents Richard the III at American Players Theatre; American Buffalo at Deaf West in LA; Rainmaker at American Blues; Wedding Band, The School of Lies, and The Time of Our Lives at the Artistic Home; and El Nogalar at the Goodman Theatre. Joe is the Producing Director/Composer in residence for the Cerqua Rivera Dance Theatre, a critically acclaimed 13-piece jazz orchestra and 10-member dance company. He is the Creative Director and Producer for the Music Department at Columbia College Chicago. Future projects include concerts with Cerqua Rivera, and original music and sound design for Life Sucks at Forward; She Stoops to Conquer at American Players Theater; Rhinoceros at the American Conservatory Theater; Things I Know to Be True at Milwaukee Rep and Arizona Theater Company.

Sarah Deming-Henes (Stage Manager) After nine seasons of being an enthusiastic fan of Forward Theater Co.'s work, Sarah is simply delighted to join in all the fun - which started with stage managing Skeleton Crew and Fun Home earlier this season! Since 2001 she has proudly worked 14 seasons at American Players Theatre, where her very first professional (AEA) stage management contract was Thornton Wilder's The Matchmaker - with Sarah Day and Colleen Madden. When not at APT, she has enjoyed working at many Milwaukee theater companies, including First Stage, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre and, most recently and most often, The Milwaukee Repertory Theater - where she has SMed at least 1 production a season since 2011. Many thanks to her family and friends for unfailing kindnesses!

Jason Fassl (Scenic & Lighting Designer) Heisenberg marks Jason's 8th FTC production including Fun Home, Good People, and Red. This is also his 5th collaboration with Ms. Gordon as Lighting and Scenic Designer. Over the last decade, Jason has consumed mass quantities of electricity at American Players Theatre, The Milwaukee Repertory Theater, The Milwaukee Ballet, First Stage Children's Theatre, Skylight Music Theatre, Peninsula Players, Milwaukee Chamber Theatre, Renaissance Theaterworks, Next Act Theatre, Milwaukee Opera Theatre, and many others. Jason is a member of Scenic Artists Local #829, Milwaukee Stage Employees Local #18 and a proud graduate of the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point.

Laura Gordon (Director) happily returns to Forward where she has appeared as Margie in Good People and directed Red and Going to St. Ives. A Milwaukee based actor and director, Laura's directing credits include The Unexpected Man, An Ideal Husband, The Royal Family, Edward Albee's Seascape, Old Times (American Players Theatre); The Foreigner, Venus in Fur, Speaking in Tongues, Almost Maine, Laurel and Hardy, Gutenberg! the Musical! (Milwaukee Rep); Romeo and Juliet, Much Ado About Nothing (Santa Cruz Shakespeare); Measure for Measure, Love's Labour's Lost, The Winter's Tale (Utah Shakespeare Festival); Boeing-Boeing (Indiana Rep); In the Next Room or the vibrator play (Actors Theater of Louisville); Russian Transport, Skin Tight, Amelia, Memory House (Renaissance Theaterworks); Richard III (Notre Dame Shakespeare Festival); Eurydice (UNLV). Laura is a Lunt-Fontanne Fellow and an Associate Artist with the Milwaukee Repertory Theater. She is a member of SDC and Actors Equity Association.

Shannon Heibler (Costume Designer) is so grateful for another opportunity to work in theater, specifically with Forward Theater. She is a proud member of the FTC Advisory Company and designed the costumes for I and You as well as serving as the Wardrobe Supervisor since 2015. Shannon has designed scenery and
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costumes at theaters across Wisconsin including Children’s Theater of Madison (Tuck Everlasting), University Theatre, and Milwaukee Chamber Theatre. Love and thanks to family, friends, and especially Ben for all their love and support!

Pamela Miles (Props Designer) is delighted to return to Forward for her fifth season. She is so proud to be a part of this generous and courageous company. Pam lives in Spring Green, WI where she has worked at American Players Theatre for ten summer seasons as the Associate Scenic Charge Artist, as well as completed three fall shows as the Scenic Charge Artist. Other companies she has painted for include: Arizona Broadway Theatre, Children’s Theatre of Madison, Madison Ballet (Dracula) and the Summit Credit Union Inspiration Branch project. She has performed the role of Properties Designer for the Black Theatre Troupe in Phoenix, AZ and American Players Theatre for Mary’s Wedding.

Enya Nett (Assistant Stage Manager) This is Enya Nett’s first production with Forward Theater. Most of her theater background comes from her time at Ripon College where she earned a BA degree in English and Theater, and minored in Art. While completing her degree, she performed a large variety of roles for many shows ranging from Director and Stage Manager, to Designer, Board Operator and many others. The last show she worked on was the one act, What’s in a Name? by Mary Smith, in which she acted as both director and designer. Outside of work, Enya spends a lot of time with her family, which includes two very playful little cats. She has many hobbies such as writing and creating art, and hopes to one day have the opportunity to use these skills to help create a movie.

Wilfredo Rivera (Choreographer) is grateful for this opportunity. He serves as Artistic Director of the critically acclaimed Chicago performing arts collective Cerqua Rivera Dance Theatre (CRDT). Wilfredo was born in Honduras, trained with Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, and was a founding member of River North Dance Chicago. Mr. Rivera was honored with the 2009 Cliff Dwellers Arts Foundation Choreography Award, a 2001 After Dark Award and nominated for a 3ARTS Award in 2017 & 2018. Mr. Rivera’s concert work has been featured at The Auditorium Theatre, The Chicago Symphony Center (CSO Hall) with the Chicago Sinfonietta, Chicago Jazz Festival, Hyde Park Jazz Festival, Harris Theater, Ruth Page Center for the Arts, DuSable Museum, Reva and David Logan Center for the Arts, Links Hall, Old Town School of Folk Music, and Mayne Stage. Theater choreography includes productions for Goodman Theatre, Bailiwick Theatre, Metropolis Arts Center, Columbia College, American Theater Co., American Players Theatre, Porchlight Theatre and Pegasus Players. In 2016, he launched his most ambitious artistic project to date, American Catracho. This 4-year exploration of the immigrant experience has premiered in segments and will debut in celebration of CRDT’s 20th Anniversary in 2019. For more information visit: cerquarivera.org

Kevin Zimmer (Technical Director) has worked with Forward Theater since the 2009-2010 season, first as Master Carpenter and as Technical Director for the past two years. In addition he worked as a Master Carpenter for Madison Rep, Master Carpenter for CTM, and Shop Foreman and Carpenter for American Players Theatre. Additional credits include professional work in the theatre community in St. Louis and as a Welder at the St. Louis City Museum.
We're committed to the success of credit unions and their members.
And to improving the communities in which they live by supporting the arts, and the artists who bring them to life.

Learn more at cunamutual.com/community
CORPORATION, FOUNDATION, AND GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

Thank you for your commitment to bringing exceptional professional theater to Madison area audiences.

The Great Performance Fund for Theater, a component fund of the Madison Community Foundation

$10,000+
American Theatre Wing
CUNA Mutual Group
The Evjue Foundation Inc., the charitable arm of The Capital Times
New Harvest Foundation
The Shubert Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
American Transmission Company
Custer Plumb Financial Services
Dane Arts
DeWitt Ross & Stevens Law Firm
Foley & Lardner LLP
Madison Gas & Electric
National Guardian Life
Wisconsin Arts Board

$2,500 - $4,999
Beyond the Page Foundation
Boardman Clark LLP
ETC Foundation
Stafford Rosenbaum Attorneys

$1,000 - $2,499
AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin
First Business Bank
JH Findorff & Son
Steve Brown Apartments
Pleasant T. Rowland Foundation
Promega

$500 - $999
Hurley Burish, S. C.

MADISON’S CENTER STAGE

1 West Dayton Street • Madison, Wisconsin 53703
800 356 8293 • info@concoursehotel.com
“10 FOR 10” ANNIVERSARY GIFTS

These generous donors have made commitments of $10,000 or more to support our growth in 2018–2019, FTC’s 10th Anniversary Season.

Anonymous
Rozan & Brian Anderson
Diane Ballweg
Sybil & Maurice Better
Diane Kostecke & Nancy Ciezki
Kathleen McElroy & David Newby
Mary Ellyn & Joe Sensenbrenner
Steve & Jacqui Suleski
Jane Taves
Don & Nancy Loving Tubesing
Jane & David Villa

THANK YOU!

for your support of our growth and longevity

If you’d like to learn more or be part of our “10 for 10,” please contact Julia or Jen at Forward Theater Company — 608-234-5001.
INDIVIDUAL GIVING

Did you know tickets sales will cover just over half of this season’s expenses?
Each year we rely on the additional financial support of individual donors – people like YOU who value our work – to produce the highest quality contemporary plays, invest in our local artists, and engage with the community.

When you donate, you give the gift of professional theater and so much more to the greater Madison area. **THANK YOU!**

We are pleased to recognize contributions received December 25, 2017 – December 26, 2018. If you notice any errors in acknowledgement or have questions about donation options, please contact Julia Nicholas at 608-234-5001 or jnicholas@forwardtheater.com. To make a tax-deductible donation to Forward Theater online or learn about donor benefits, visit our website at forwardtheater.com. To mail in a contribution, please use the following address: Forward Theater, P.O. Box 14574, Madison, WI 53708.

FORWARD LEADERS

Forward Leaders show a strong personal commitment to Forward Theater’s mission by making annual gifts of $1,000 or more.

**Dr. Linda Garrity**  
**Mr. William Wartmann**

**$20,000+**  
Joe & Mary Ellyn  
Sensenbrenner  
Steve & Jacqui Suleski

**$10,000 - $19,999**  
Diane Ballweg  
Maurice & Sybil Better  
Nancy Ciezki & Diane Kostecke  
Kathleen McElroy & David Newby  
Janet Zimmerman

**$5,000 - $9,999**  
W. Jerome Frautschi  
Threshold/Efrat Livny  
Jane & David Villa

**$2,500 - $4,999**  
Rozan & Brian Anderson  
Beth Bovis & David Feldstein  
Jane Coleman  
Tim Crisp & Laura O’Brien  
Carla & Michael Dilorio  
Charles N. Ford & Sharon L. James  
Dolores & Paul Gohdes

Betty & Walter Gray  
JoAnn Gruber-Hagen & Doug Hagen  
Kathleen Harker  
John & Karen Icke  
Susan & Jonathan Lipp  
Kathie Nichols  
Terry & Jean Prahl  
Tom Reps & Fran Wong  
John & Mary Schroeder  
Jane Taves  
Don Tubesing & Nancy Loving Tubesing

**$1,000 - $2,499**  
Anonymous (2)  
Merry Anderson  
Richard & Janneke Baske  
Dean & Nancy  
Baumgardner  
Kit & Phil Blake  
Lewis Bosworth  
Alexandra & William Dove  
Marilyn Dreger  
Peter Gray & Jennifer  
Uphoff Gray  
Marcia Henderson  
William & Anne Hunnex  
Thomas Hurst & Kleo Baruth Kritz  
Roth & Lynne Judd  
Scott & Mary Kolar

David & Paula Kraemer  
Lovers of the Arts  
Peter & Jill Lundberg  
Don & Mary Metz  
Jane & Duane Miller  
Chad & Jolen Neumann  
Tom & Julia Nicholas  
John & Jane Norman  
Pamela Oliver & John Lemke  
Judith Pierotti  
Joan Pulver  
Tim Radelet  
Ken & Nancy Ragland  
Linda Reivitz  
Dean & Therese Richards  
Susan A. Riedel  
Pleasant Rowland  
Linda & John Schilling  
Dean & Carol Schroeder  
Lynda Sharpe  
Tim & Pat Size  
Bud & Lisa Smith  
Jeffrey Steele & Jocelyn Riley  
Cheri Teal  
Sherry Wagner-Henry & Mick Henry  
Cathy & Ted Waskowski  
Jennifer & Bob Winding
$500 - $999
Jean Bahr
Donna & George Beestman
Holly Berkenstadt
Mary Lou Brown
Peggy & Christopher Bugg
Sherry & Doug Caves
Philippa Claude &
  Tony Stretton
Tom & Greta DeCoster
Margie Devereaux & David Hall
Walter & Londa Dewey
Peter & Joy Dohr
Carla Draper & Peg Carlson
Jim & Jean Elvekrog
Jean Espenshade
Ed Feige & Elizabeth Palay
Mike Fischer & Elaine Griffin
Jim & Evey Fleming
Jerry & Betty Fuller
Mary & Jay Gallagher
Michael & Amy Gannon
Bob Hodgson & Dot Steele
Vince Jenkins &
  Stepanie Moritz
Rosemary & Lee Jones
Colm & Mary Keenan
Birke Knipping
Peggy Krecker
Richard & Meg LaBrie
Tim Lardinois
Kyle & Michelle Larson
Tom & Stacy Littrell
Ronald S. Luskin &
  M. Therese Ruzicka
Sally & John Mather
Jean Maurer
Binit Mohanty & Amy Lenard
Karen & Allan Moore
Dan & Joyce Muxfeld
David Myers
Fred Newmann &
  Carolyn Hegeler
Marilyn Oberst
Lex & Lynette Owens
Scott Paler
Zorba & Penny Paster
Clark Johnson &
  Martha Pernokas
Reynold V. Peterson
Milo Pinkerton & Virgil Taus
Ann Rifenberg
DeeDee & Bing Rikkers
Karl Rosengren &
  Sarah Mangelsdorf
Paul & Ann Rutecki
Tim & Ann Salutz
Susan & Michael Schall
Renie Schapiro & Norm Fost
Robert & Janet Shumaker
Joe & Jeanne Silverberg
Julie Swenson
LaRynda Thoen &
  Neil Salaypangse
Scott Thornton
Brent & Sara Wagner
Lee & Mary Waldhart
Peter & Alice Waldron
Christine Weigt
Theodora Zehner
Ledell Zellers &
  Simon Anderson
Tom & Karen Zilavy
George & Dorothy Zografi
Sandra & Norris Glick
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Gobel
Jeffrey Golden
Roger & Naomi Gordon
Dianne Greenley
Carl & Mary Gulbransden
Peter & Nancy Gunder
Jane Hamblen &
  Robert Lemanske
Richard Hammerstrom
Eileen Hanneman
Ernest & Diane Hanson
Cynthia S. Hiteman
Grace Homb
Stanley & Shirley Inhorn
Margaret & Paul Irwin
Rod & Jean Jacobson
Monica Jaehnig
Suzanne & Steve Kikus
Margaret & Tony Koblinski
Penny & Jerry Koerner
Steve & Lorene Kowalsky
James Krikelas
Michael & Megan Kushner
Peggy Larson
Susan S. Lloyd
Stewart Macaulay
Lee Marquardt
Kathleen Massoth &
  Bruce Edmonson
Colleen McCabe
Dan & Mari McCarty
Mark McColloch &
  Theresa Roetter
David & Alison McKee
Bev & Chan McKelvey
Ron Mensink
Joe & LuAnn Meyers
Mark & Nancy Moore
Lauri Morris & Jim Cole
Robert Mutton & Vera Ames
Daniel O’Brien
Pam Ploetz
Peter & Beth Rahko
Don & Carol Reeder
Anne & Buck Rhyme
Bruce Rosen & Diane Seder
Ron Rosner & Ronnie Hess
Kelda Roys & Dan Reed
James & Carol Ruhly
Barbara Samuel
Bela & Ruth Sandor
Howard & Diane Schuck
Diane Seder & Bruce Rosen
David Sharpe
Ron & Diana Shaw
George & Nancy Shook

Benefactors ($250 - $499)
Anonymous (2)
Carla & Fernando Alvarado
Danny Andersen
Peggy Anderson
Jim & Mariou Angeline
Michael & Rima Apple
Maytee Aspuro &
  Tricia Noriega
Craig Aswegan
Larry Bechler
Anna Biermeier &
  Roger Hanson
Paula Bonner & Ann Schaffer
Richard & Diane Broughman
Jim & Stephanie Buske
Grace & Jack Chosy
Lynn Christensen
Jeff & Sue Clark
Keith & Linda Clifford
Carol Cohen
Fred & Wendy Coleman
Mike & Donna Crane
John & Mary Dammann
Ted DeDee
Kim & Bill Donovan
Dennis & Kathy Dorn
John & Deidre Dunn
Fred & Ivy Edelman
William & Lynne Eich
Cedric C. Ellis
Oliver Eng
Adam R. Erdmann
Ted Finman & Jean Azemove
Susan French & Brian Driscoll
Victoria & Tim Enright
Clayton & Belle Frink
Casey Garhart
Deirdre Garton
Roberta Gassman &
  Lester Pines

ANNUAL FUND CONT.

Philip Shultz & Marsha VanDomelen
Dan & Marcia Smith
Thomas Rae Smith & Jennifer A Younger
Charles Snowdon & Ann Lindsey
Vicki & Jerry Stewart
David & Saud Stratton
Arlene & John Strikwerda
Julie Swedarsky
Susan Sweeney
Michael & Suzanne Swift
Tom & Carol Trapp
Marjorie Van Handel
Ann Wallace
Ellis & Katie Waller
Bill White
Ann & David Wilson
Kennan & Lynn Wood
William Zarwell & Robin Chapman
Susan & John Zientek

Patrons ($100 - $249)
Anonymous (8)
Sharon Abrams
Betsy Abramson & David Seligman
Julius & Hilde Adler
George Affeldt
Susan Alban
Ray Aldag & Deb Douglas
Bob & Paula Alt
Beth Ament & Steve Pudloski
Matt & Aleasha Anderson
Ms. Holly Anderson
Marge & Bruce Anderson
Alice & Richard Appen
Joseph & Kathryn Arena
Anne Arnesen
Alan Attie & Jean Feraca
George Austin & Martha Vukelich-Austin
Douglas & Mary Bates
Chuck Bauer & Chuck Beckwith
Cindy & Orion Bawdon
David & Connie Beam
Marshall & Wendy Beck
Beth Weber & Duane Beckett
Robert Beckman
Thomas W. Benson
Susan & George Benton
Bennett Berson & Rebecca Holmes
Norman & Barbara Berven
Rikhil Bhavnani & Dustin Brown
Andy & Debbie Bissonnette
Philip Blackwell
Patricia Hanson & Terri Bleck
Catherine Bloomer
Ann Boyer
Patricia Brady & Robert Smith
Lois Brick
Daniel & Joyce Bromley
Bill Brooks & Jane Dennis
Mitchell Matthew Brooks
David & Claudia Brown
Lou & Nancy Bruch
Thea Brunsell
Thomas & Debra Buresh
Jane Burns
Anna Campbell
Myrna Casebolt
Charles & Martha Casey
Maria Cavicchio
Maurice & Melissa Cheeks
John Chosy & Tamara Bryant
Louis & Shirley Chosy
Barbara & Bill Clapp
Betty & Steve Cohen
Mike & Cindy Collins
James & Jane Corkery
Louis Cornelius & Pris Boroniec
Jane Crandall
Alan & Karen Crossley
Lynne Beth Cummings
Susan Curtis
Romeo Dais
Wade Dallagranza & Chris Antonuzzo
Nancy Daly
Betsy Curtis D’Angelo
Ian Davies & Marta Meyers
Mike Davis & Julann Jatczak
Richard & Avis Davis
Sarah Day
Eve & Carl Degen
Stephen & Angela Deutsch
Jocelyn DeWitt & Kurt Riegel
Michelle Dietz
Donalea Dinsmore
Cari & Stephen DiTullio
Dan & Carole Doeppers
Renae & Todd Donkle
Jane Ellen Donovan
Susan Dopp & Ron Biendseil
Alison Dornier
Katie Dowling-Marcus & Ben Marcus
J. Doyle
Susan & Joe Drennan
Drs. Henry Drewal & Sarah K. Khan
Theresa Drinka
Stan & Jean Druckenmill
Richard R. & Doris Bruch Dubielzig
Maxine & Patrick Ducey
Jim Eggle & Barb Rex
Susan Eichhorn
Gay Eliason
Kristine Euclide & Doug Steege
Ms. Shirley J. Everson
Paul & Lari Fanlund
Connie Finnegan & Joe Spolar
Tom & Ellen Foley
Burdett Fraser
Marian Fredal
Patrick Flannery & Lynn Freeman
Jacki & Milton Friend
Jan Garske
Elizabeth Garvey
Paul Gibler
James Gill
Ed & Sara Gleason
Chris & Erin Glueck
Robert & Georgia Graves
Georgia & John Greist
Marylouise Griffin
Jane Grogan & Bob Blitzke
Harry & Lynn Halme
Pat Halverson
Rich & Lori Hamann
Larry Hamlin
Mary Hampton & Barbara Voelker
Maria Hanson
Paula Haseman
Hathaway Hasler
Ron & Carol Hay
Neil & Nancy Christy Heinen
John & Elizabeth Heiner
Patricia & Paul Heiser
John & Sally Helgeson
Brian & Annette Hellmer
Kathryn Hendley
Margaret Henzler
Karen Hester
Diane Highsmith
Rachel & Gil Hillman
Jon & Jane Hisgen
Carol Hollsapple
Nancy & Bill Horns
Andrew Howick & Mary Stelletello
Kurt Horning & Alfredo Sotomayor
Melissa Huggins & Jack Opel
Ed Hughes
Jean Hughes
Hickory Hurie
Marcia Jablonski
Paul Jasenski
Elizabeth Johnson
Stan & Leann Johnson
Richard & Roberta Johnson
Martin & Rita Kades
Marcella Kears
Dave & Rita Kelliher
Dan & Leslie Kemp
Connie Kilmack
Liz King & Rick Kiley
Mary Klink & Jim Giesen
Larry M. Kneeland
Milka & Ivan Knezovic
Bob & Judy Knudtson
Phil Koenig
Judy & Bernie Kowalchyk
Terry & Jean Kringle
Jamie & David Pekarek Krohn
Frederick Kruger
Kathy Kuntz &
Henry Huemmer
Richard & Judy Kvalheim
Steve & Susan LaBelle
Donald Lamb
Bob & Jan Langdon
Janet & Douglas Laube
David Lawver
Tim & Gillian Lechmaier
Phyllis Lefcowitz
Roma Lenehan
Madeline & Barry Light
Diane & Bill Littman
Elaine Lohr
Joe Lowndes
Kenton Jerom Lynne
Gary Lyons & Jayne Squirrel
Mary & Eileen Maher
Karín Mahoney
Rabbis Bonnie Margulis &
Jonathan Biatch
Linda Marquardt
Ann Martin
Pamela Mather & Lili Kelly
Mary Ann McBride
Janet McChesney
Dennis McGilligan &
Mary Louise Griffin
Ms. Ebby Melahn
Ken Mericle & Mindy Taranto
Amanda Schmehil Micklos
Mike & Sally Mile
Sharon & Kevin Milliken
Chuck Mitchell &
Sally Weidemann
Judy & Paul Moriarty
Marianne Morton
Millie Moffett
Nancy Mohs
Kitty Moore
Jennifer Morgan
Tess Mulrooney
Leah Naran
Sharon Nellis
Gregg Nettlesheim
Allan & Aileen Nettleton
Jules & Judy Nicolet
Casey & Eric Oelkers
Michelle & Alan Ogilvie
Vince & Linda Baldwin Ohern
Karen Olivo
Gail A. O’Neal
Bonnie Orvick
Polly Panosh
Patricia Parks
Tamara Peyton
Hans & Susan Pigorsch
Evan & Jane Pizer
Sharon & Ken Poniewaz
Sylvia & Thomas Poppelbaum
Dave Puckalsky
Chris Queram
Peg Rasch & Dave Stute
Rick & Sally Raschick
Sherry Reames
Ann & Craig Recob
Richard & Donna Reinardy
Don & Toni Richards
Joe & Carol Ringeisen
Jan Robertson
Susan Rogers
Joyce & David Rolnick
Sarah Rose
Steven & Lennie Saffian
John & Sarah Schaffer
James & Suzanne Scheuerman
Willa Schlecht
David & JoAnn Schoengold
Gary & Barbara Schultz
Clare Schulz
Louise & David Schwartz
Patrick & Marlys Semple
John & Liz Senseman
Carolyn Senty
Clare Shaffer
Neena Shah
Virginia A. Shannon
Sonja Short
Linda Shriberg
Judy Sikora & Steve Siehr
Meg Skinner
Janette Smart Family
Ted & Ina Smolker
Jussi & Rosey Snellman
Louis & Elsbeth Solomon
Thomas & Sheila Spear
Jeff & Sheryl Spitzer-Resnick
Kim Sponem
Anne Spurgeon &
David Woods
Steve Stern & Florencia Mallon
Joe & Phyllis Stertz
Karl Stoll
JoAnne & Ken Streit
Mary Strickland
Charles & Diane Stumpf
Kurt Suckow
Edith Sullivan
Barbara Tesch
Don & Joanna Thompson
John Thompson & Jane Bartell
Russell & Karen Tomar
Steven Tomasko
Dorothea Torstenson
Pat & Deb Turski
Elizabeth Tuttle
Paul & Emily Tveite
Peter Uttech
Susan Van Sicklen
Teri Venker
Michael Verveer
Jane & Michael Voichick
Roland Wagner
Peg Wallace
Elizabeth & Steve Wallman
Elizabeth Wegener
Ann F. Wenzel
Hank & Judith Whipple
Marybeth Wilk &
Katherine Brophy
Barbra H. Winter
Alexandra Wright
Michael Wright & Ray Jivoff
Bob & Cindy Zellers
Chris & Kathy Ziemb

Friends ($25 - $99)
Anonymous (4)
Linda & Thomas Abel
Rita Applebaum
Patricia M. Arndorfer
David Ashen
Raymond Matthew Baenziger
Donna Baker
Helen Baldwin
Norlin Benevenga
Paul Berge & Patricia Sweeney
Dr. Eric Beuerman
Harold & Leslie Blaize
Scott Blankman &
Denise DeMarb
Enda Breadon
Malcolm & Penny Brett  
Michael K. Bridgeman  
Calvin Bruce &  
Cathy Caro-Bruce  
Leslie Brunsell  
Barbara Buenger  
Jennifer Bulleit  
Lisa Byers  
Elizabeth Campbell  
Carol Cantwell  
Duncan Carlsmith  
Katherine Charlton  
Charlie & Joyce Clark  
Bernard & Toby Cohen  
Terry Creydt  
Daniel & Barbara Danahy  
Cheryl Daniels &  
Michael Rosenberg  
Liz Dannenbaum &  
Donna Winter  
Geke De Vries  
Zach De Vries  
Mike Dereszynski  
Gene & Bea Dewey  
Susan Dinauer  
David Dohler  
Stu Dolnick  
Allan, Felix & Vicki Duhr  
Michael H. & Nancy  
Cross Dunham  
Jennie M. Ehrmann  
Jane Elder & Bill Davis  
Joann & Joseph Elder  
Tom & Kelley Engle  
Phyllis Ermer  
David Falk & Joanne Robbins  
Deb J Fallon  
Michael & Jenny Fehrenbach  
Nancy Feingold & Doug Green  
Edith First  
Peter Fisher & Cyndy Galloway  
David & Maureen Flanagan  
Evelyn Fox  
William J. & Sandra D. Frazee  
Byron & Janet Frenz  
Sarah Fuellman  
Barbara Furstenberg  
Russell & Suzanne Gardner  
Peter Gascoyne &  
Claudia English  
Mari Gasiorowicz  
Marta & Aris Gialamas  
Mary Gillham  
Norman & Amanda Gilliland  
Karen Godshall  
Louise Goldstein &  
Bruce Thomadsen  
Jamie Gray  
Marsha & Bruce Gregg  
David Griffeth & Cathy Loeb  
Kristin Groth & Ed Jepsen  
Bonnine & Roger Guest  
Daniel Guinn  
Geraldine Gurman  
Michael Haef &  
Martha Schwer  
Timothy Harrington Jr.  
Jessica & Kendall Harrison  
Paul Harshner & Kim Eithun  
Skyler Hessen  
Les & Susan Hoffman  
Susan Holec  
Christopher Holland  
Victoria Holland  
Dianne Hopkins  
Judy Howard & Amy Scarr  
Jim Hudson & Diane Martin  
Steven & Jean Huxmann  
Benny & Jenny Iskandar  
Joan Jacobsen  
Nona Hill & Clark Johnson  
Doug & Kathy Johnson  
Jennifer Johnson  
Edward Jordan  
Lois Karn  
Jean Kasten  
Barbara Katz  
Shanda Kennedy  
Gregg Kissel & Jean Bae  
Pamela & John Kitzlaar  
Claudia Korcarz  
Robert & Lynne Krainer  
Kenneth & Sharon Krebs  
Andrew Krikelas  
Ms. Marilyn Krum  
Ginny Moore Kruse  
Maggie & Nathan Kudick  
Jude Kuenn  
Merilyn Kuperberg  
Ann Lacy  
John Lafontaine  
Larry LaMar &  
Mary Struckmeyer  
Joanne & Bob Lenburg  
Eugenia Lerum  
Victor & Judy Levine  
Leon Lindberg  
Ellen Lindgren  
Juli & Rex Loker  
Connie Ludlum  
Anne Lundin & Tom Lovett  
Lesleigh Luttrel  
Judith Lyons  
Patricia Maddox  
Helen Madsen  
Jill Maidenberg & Richard Thal  
Mary Malaney  
Celia & Richard Margolis  
Peter & Marjorie Marion  
Jeanne Marshall  
Salli Martyriak  
Denise McCulley  
Peggy McDonald  
Debra Mcgil  
Marylyne Mehl  
Janet E. Mertz &  
Jonathan M. Kane  
Ruth Meyer  
Gene & Marjorie Miller  
Rolf & Judith Mjaanes  
Lisa Monro  
Jeanne Neath  
Phylis Nelson  
Christian Neuhaus  
D L Newton  
Amy & Jerry Nickles  
Beverly Nilles  
William O’Connor & Krista Roys  
Darlene & Burt Olson  
Rita Olson  
Ellen Paul  
David Pausch & Karen Saari  
Cliff & Suzanne Perkins  
Sandy & Dick Pfabler  
Allan Phillips  
Steve & Rita Pieroni  
Jerald & Dian Polly  
Jennifer Popp  
Mary & Ken Quinn  
Susan P. Rathke  
Robert Rauwald  
Melissa Reed  
Evan & Catherine Richards  
H. Robbins  
Sara Roberts  
David Ronis  
Elaine Rosenblatt  
Marlene Ross  
Tom Royston  
Tom Rudy & Jennifer Ondrejka  
Ms. Barbara L. Ryan  
Jane Sadusky  
Karin Sandvik  
Gena Schachttschner  
Judy Seymour  
Daryl Sherman &  
Kathryn Lederhause  
Karen Sielaff  
Debra Simon  
Suzannah Sisler  
Thomas & Sandra Solheim  
Bob & Jo Sparks  
Susan Sprague  
Anita Sprenger & Michael Cain
Howard Steinberg & Barbara Andrews
Prudence Stewart
Artace & Dennis Stone
David & Luanne Storley
Elaine B. Strassburg
Margaret Sullivan
Margaret & H. Talcott
Danielle Thai
Ellen Thom
Bonnie Trudell
Jill Underly
Andree Valley
Betty Volquardsen
Kate Walker
Lorette Wambach
Joseph Warnemuende
Karen Weatherwax
Amy Welk
Westside Psychotherapy, LLC
Barbara White
Patricia & George Whitely
Elizabeth Whitesel
Tripp & Nancy Widder
Julie Wilhelm
Paul Wilhite
Julia Wong
Peg & Tom Zanzig
Susan Zerwick
Karen & Doug Zweizig
Judith Zwirlein

In honor of Jim DeVita
Alexandra & William Dove
In honor of Don and Barb Dinsmore
Donalea Dinsmore
In honor of Chuck Ford
Carla & Fernando Alvarado
In honor of Kathy Harker
Pam Ploetz
In honor of Jennifer Uphoff Gray,
Happy Birthday Mom!
Jamie Gray
In honor of Dan Pierotti
Judy Pierotti
In honor of Tim Radelet
Hurley Burish, S. C.
In honor of Tim Radelet & Jeff Sipek
Salli Martyniak
In honor Selma Van Eyck
Matt & Aleasha Anderson
In honor of the FTC staff
Dennis and Kathy Dorn
In honor of the wonderful and talented
staff, cast, and board of Forward Theater
Pete and Jill Lundberg

In memory of Terry Lee Allen
Lewis Bosworth
In memory of Colleen Burns
Duncan Carlsmith
In memory of Leigh Couch
Lesleigh Luttrell
In memory of Jayne Grant
Myrna Casebolt
In memory of Jackie Macaulay
Stewart Macaulay

Matching Gift Organizations

Alliant Energy Foundation
First Weber Realtors
IBM
Macy’s
US Bank
Jim Barnard Photography

The Art of You

PORTraits
HEAD SHOTS
FASHION
PERFORMERS

JimBarnardPhotography.com
(608) 620.4752
2716 Atwood Avenue • Madison
JimBarnardPhotography@gmail.com
THANKS TO OUR FRIENDS OF FORWARD THEATER VOLUNTEERS!

Volunteers help Forward Theater by staffing events, papering the town with posters and postcards, helping with mailings, and other office support. If you’d like more information, please visit our website at ForwardTheater.com or call company manager Celia Klehr at 608-234-5001.

Housing provided by:
The Madison Concourse Hotel
Susan Sweeney
Julie Swenson

Special Thanks:
Kelsey Schaid
Joan Herzing

2018 - 2019 Volunteers:
Tammy Albrecht
Rima Apple
Danielle Bevacqua
Lewis Bosworth
Michele Brucker
Suzanne Buchko
Joanne Chalhoub
Pamela Crapp
Carla Di Iorio
Michael Di Iorio
Katrina Fingerson
Dolores Gohdes
Paul Gohdes
Laura Gregor
Pamilyn Hatfield
Steve Kilkus
Amy Kozak
Kathryn Lederhause
Arden Linder
Mary Metz
Sue Milch
Tess Mulrooney
Rex Owens
Catie O’Donnell-Glogovsky
Christopher Perez
Jessica Podemski
Elliott Puckette
Karen Saari
Barb Sanford
Joanne Schmelzle
Lynda Sharpe
Daryl Sherman
Dot Steele
Cheri Teal
Mryna Williamson
Teddy Zehner

Forward Theater Company is a member of the Madison Arts Production Center (MAPC), which provides high quality, functional, affordable production space, equipment, and theatrical inventory for Madison area artists and arts organizations. For information on rentals and membership options go to ctmtheater.org or contact Mike Lawler at 255-2080.

ROMEO + JULIET
an adaptation of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet
MARCH 14-17
OVERTURE CENTER
A Theatre LILA Invention

LOVE IS LOVE

Clare Haden
Nurse
Michael Herold
Friar Lawrence
Kelsey Elyse Rodriguez
ROMEO
HJ Farr
JULIET

tickets at TheatreLILA.com
DONATE & SAVE
UP TO $100
When you donate a bag of non-perishable food items or an old pair of glasses.
Nov. 23 - Dec. 31, 2018

WE WILL MATCH
UP TO $100 OF YOUR FLEX MONEY
When you purchase a complete pair of glasses.
Through Jan. 31, 2019

ULLA EYEWEAR
Hilldale Shopping Center
562 N Midvale Blvd • ullaeyewear.com

Stay Warm
Select construction openings available
(608) 222-2104
OrthoTeam Clinic
Excellence in Orthopedics
End The Pain
Live Life To The Fullest

- Sports Medicine
- Knee
- Shoulder
- Hip
- Cartilage Restoration
- Platelet Rich Plasma Injection (PRP)

Two clinic locations to serve YOU better!
2 Science Court, Madison
900 Ridge Street, Stoughton

OrthoTeam Clinic
Excellence in Orthopedics
(608) 877-3419

Stoughton Hospital accepts over 160 area insurance plans. Please check your individual plan regarding coverage of services at Stoughton Hospital.

$10 OFF
$20 Purchase

MEAT MARKET
CATERING
WINE & SPIRITS

Open 7 Days A Week

416 State Rd 16 • Rio, WI 53060
JohnsonsSausage.com | 920-992-MEAT (6328)
Overture Center for the Arts and Sandra Gajic, president and CEO, announced the restoration of the Capitol Theater’s original Grand Barton Organ can commence next spring, thanks to a successful fundraising campaign with support from Madison Community Foundation. It is one of only a few historic theater organs still in its original home and one of three unaltered Barton Organs still in existence. Its majesty was recognized in 1990 by the Organ Historical Society as “an instrument of exceptional merit,” a recognition that is usually bestowed on church organs.

“What an incredible gem we have in the Capitol Theater,” said Gajic. “A treasure such as this allows Overture to provide the Madison Community with a unique artform, especially through the Duck Soup Cinema silent film series. Thanks to support from our community, our historic Grand Barton Organ can continue to entertain for generations to come.”

In late 2017, the Madison Community Foundation provided a $35,000 challenge grant to help restore the organ, and Overture’s supporters rose to the challenge, providing generous donations exceeding the restoration goal by the Spring of 2018, including a major gift from Vance and Jody Tang, in memory of Donald Dietzler and in honor of William Dietzler. “We’re thrilled to make a gift to complete the restoration of this amazing instrument—and to make the gift in the names of Jody’s father and uncle, both of whom were organists,” commented the Tangs. “We encourage others to contribute to ensure the Grand Barton Organ is properly maintained forever!”
The Grand Barton Organ has been delighting audience members in the Capitol Theater since it opened in 1928. After celebrating its 90th anniversary in January 2018, the Grand Barton Organ continues to entertain visitors at events throughout the year. Overture features the historic organ during the Duck Soup Cinema silent film series, nationally known for providing an authentic silent film experience in the historic Capitol Theater. Film showings include vaudeville entertainment with an emcee, door prizes and a classic feature film with live organ accompaniment on the Grand Barton.

Remaining Duck Soup Cinema performances in Overture’s 2018/19 season:

**Ella Cinders** (DSC debut) | Saturday, Jan. 19, 2019, 2 & 7 p.m.  
This 1926 reimagining of the Cinderella story stars Colleen Moore.

**The Wind** | Thursday, March 7, 2019, 7 p.m. (special feature film)  
This acclaimed 1928 drama was star Lillian Gish’s last of the silent era.

**Grandma’s Boy** | Saturday, April 13, 2019, 2 & 7 p.m.  
In this 1922 comedy, a timid man (Harold Lloyd) gets a valuable lesson from his grandmother.

“The Capitol Theater’s Grand Barton organ is an increasingly rare treasure today,” said Organist Clark Wilson. “It is one of a bare handful of theater organs to survive unaltered in its original home and is a tremendously important historic instrument. Its continued use in scoring silent film programs is a joy to see, and its ‘Voice of the Theater’ presence makes Capitol Theater a more unique and special place. Its restoration to full glory will be a hugely significant event for the entire organ world!”

The Organ underwent minor restoration projects in 1995 and 2003, but a comprehensive restoration is sorely needed. In March 2018, work was completed on the “toy counter”—the traps and sound effects of the organ—made possible by a grant from the American Theater Organ Society.

In the next phase, restorers will utilize only parts and materials that are as similar to the original as possible. Each stage will require careful disassembly of the mechanical units, meticulous cleaning, and then the replacement or refurbishing of the worn components.

“The Barton organ in the Capitol Theater is an important part of Madison’s musical history and culture,” said John Cornue, president of the Dairyland Theater Organ Society. “As one of the last remaining original theater organ installations in the country, it is important that it remain for future generations to enjoy.”

Photos courtesy of Overture Center for the Arts.
PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA!

Ed Levin Jewelry

AVAILABLE IN MADISON, WI ONLY AT...

BURNIE’S on Park
636 S. Park St. | 608-630-9419

BURNIE’S ROCK SHOP
901 E. Johnson St. | 608-251-2601

www.burniesrockshop.com

BLUE TERRA DESIGN LLC
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Discover dining options near your event on FOOTLIGHTS.COM
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
Edgewood College
A deviously delicious Broadway and Hollywood sci-fi smash musical, Little Shop of Horrors has devoured the hearts of theatre goers for over 30 years.

WILD KRATTS LIVE 2.0—ACTIVATE CREATURE POWER!
Overture Center for the Arts
The Kratt Brothers confront a comic villain and help bring the creatures of the animal world to safety once again!

SOWETO GOSPEL CHOIR—SONGS OF THE FREE
Overture Center for the Arts
With joyful South African harmonies, this powerful show offers hope to everyone.

THE RODNEY MARSALIS PHILADELPHIA BIG GRASS
Edgerton Performing Arts Center
An ensemble that brings precision, excitement and charisma to the stage.

November 9 – 17
Diane Ballweg Theatre
(608) 663-6710

November 10
Capitol Theater
(608) 258-4141

November 14
Overture Hall
(608) 258-4141

November 17
Edgerton PAC
(608) 561-6093
SCHOOL OF ROCK
Overture Center for the Arts
Follow Dewey Finn, a wannabe rock star posing as a substitute teacher, who turns a class of straight-A students into a guitar-shredding rock band.

THE SECOND CITY’S DYSFUNCTIONAL HOLIDAY REVUE
Overture Center for the Arts
“Ha, ha, ha” becomes “ho, ho, ho” when Chicago’s legendary comedy theater slays the season.

MESSIAH
Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra
We return for our 10th year presenting Handel’s most well known work, Messiah.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Children’s Theater of Madison
CTM’s grandest production of the year features David Daniel from American Players Theater as the infamous Mister Scrooge.

Tutto Pasta
305 State Street
Madison, WI 53703
(608) 294-1000

WOODFIRE ROTISSERIE COOKING
Fresh Fish | Steak | Outdoor Patio
4323 East Towne Blvd | 608-729-4980
doolittles.com

2 CONVENIENT DOWNTOWN LOCATIONS
CALL 608.257.9248 FOR PICK UP AND DELIVERY
THE NUTCRACKER
Madison Ballet
Madison Ballet rings in the holiday season with this timeless story filled with some of literature’s most treasured characters.

December 8 – 26
Overture Hall
(608) 258-4141

STAR WARS: THE PANTO STRIKES BACK
Mercury Players Theatre
Journey to a galaxy far, far away…and discover slapstick humor, comy jokes, and silly song parodies! Mercury’s fourth annual holiday panto will delight kids and adults alike.

December 21 – 30
Bartell Theatre
(608) 661-9696

FINDING NEVERLAND
Overture Center for the Arts
Playwright J.M. Barrie struggles to find inspiration until he meets four young brothers and their beautiful widowed mother.

January 8 – 13
Overture Hall
(608) 258-4141

RAINBOW FISH
Overture Center for the Arts
Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia’s striking puppetry production will enchant even the youngest child.

January 13
Capitol Theater
(608) 258-4141

Amber Indian Cuisines
6913 University Avenue, Middleton
608-824-0324 | www.amberindianmadison.com

Off Broadway Drafthouse
5404 Raywood Rd., Madison
TUE - FRI 11AM | SAT & SUN 8AM | MON CLOSED
offbroadwaydrafthouse.com
CRAFT BEERS ON TAP
WINE & CRAFT COCKTAILS
608-630-9111

Old Sugar Distillery
CRAFT COCKTAILS
FREE TOURS
GIFT BOXES STARTING AT $25
DOWNTOWN MADISON
931 EAST MAIN ST
OLDSUGARDISTILLERY.COM

Sugar River Pizza Company
HAND-CRAFTED COMFORT FOOD PAIRED WITH UNIQUE BREWS & COCKTAILS
957 Liberty Dr, Verona 608-497-1800
HEISENBERG
Forward Theater Company
Two strangers, set adrift by life and loss, embark upon a fascinating game of cat and mouse that changes course with each new revelation.

ONE FUNNY MOTHER
Overture Center for the Arts
Dena Blizzard's hilarious solo comedy show is about the trials and tribulations of motherhood and marriage.

DUCK SOUP CINEMA: ELLA CINDERS
Overture Center for the Arts
In this 1926 reimagining of the Cinderella story, Colleen Moore is a domestic worker for her stepmother and stepsisters.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE: VIEW FROM ABOVE WITH TERRY VIRTS
Overture Center for the Arts
Sometimes, a little distance is all you need to see things in a brand new way.

January 15
Capitol Theater
(608) 258-4141

January 17 – February 3
The Playhouse at Overture Center
(608) 258-4141

January 19
Capitol Theater
(608) 258-4141

February 1
Capitol Theater
(608) 258-4141

BONEFISH GRILL
7345 Mineral Point Rd
West Towne Mall • Madison
www.bonefishgrill.com • 608.827.5720

It's all about the cheese, Santa!
fromagination
608-255-2430
fromagination.com

Use #footlights on Instagram
Enjoy an Overture Night Out!

Overture Night Out Package includes:
- One relaxing overnight stay at AC Hotel Madison Downtown
- Two beverages in the AC Lounge
- Shuttle to and from Overture
- AC breakfast for two

Visit ncghotels.com/overturenightout to book your reservation.
Downtown Madison is renowned as a vibrant cultural hub with endless opportunities—art festivals, jazz bands, farmers markets, UW-Madison events—while university life infuses the area with dynamic energy.

And at Capitol Lakes, you’re right in the middle of it all.
YOU BRING YOUR DREAM, WE’LL PROVIDE THE:

INSPIRATION

SUPPORT
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EXHIBITS

RESOURCES

TOOLS
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AND MORE!

FIND FREE EVENTS AND RSVP BY VISITING: amfam.com/dreambank